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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a computer controlled stereoscopic vision system that will 
profile the contour and skqie of the bottom o f the human foot in its natural weight 
bearing position. The design will have no moving parts and will be restricted to an error 
of no more than ±1 mm.
Stereoscopic vision was chosen as the solution to profiling mainly because its use 
for this purpose is well documented. It is used in many fields that require range 
resolution. Mechanical engineers have used it in the development of robot vision for 
years and their applications range from control systems for robot welding to the 
determination of metal fatigue in aircraft[2]. Radar engineers have used it since the early 
I940’s to determine the range of incoming flying objects.[l] Many other fields have used 
it for even more far reaching purposes. Our use is another in that long list.
Ill
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CHAPTERl
INTRODUCTION
This thesis describes a method to profile the contour o f the bottom o f the human 
foot in its natural weight bearing position. Having the weight of the patient spread the 
foot to its natural position is extremely important for orthopedic doctors to determine any 
number o f deficiencies and to prescribe corrections.
Chapter 2 gives some background on the method used to make the profile. It 
concentrates on describing the problem and the solution employed.
Chapter 3 describes the theory used to implement the solution. This chapter 
includes all the math that was used by the computer program and provide an alternate 
method of calculating the profile.
Chapter 4  describes the application of the theory to the actual device that takes the 
measurements. It includes block diagrams, specification drawings and calibration 
methods.
In Chapter 5 a conclusion is drawn and future research considerations are 
addressed.
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CHAFTER2
BACKGROUND
CURRENT METHODS OF PROFILING 
The best method used today for profiling the bottom of the human foot is oithotic 
impression casting kits. These kits use two pieces of pliable foam that leave an imprint 
when force is applied to them. The patient steps on the two foam pieces and these 
imprints are then sent, via mail, to a lab where corrective shoe inserts or orthotic shoes 
are manufactured.
DEFINING THE PROBLEM
There are two problems with the above method. The first is time. It takes far too 
long for the patient to receive their corrective shoes after the imprint is made. The other 
problem is space. The doctor must have a  number of these impression casting kits on 
hand. We need to develop a solution that will decrease the time a patient must wait for 
their shoes and reduce the amount o f space taken up by the kits.
DEFINING THE SOLUTION
One solution is to profile the foot using digital imaging and then send that information, 
via modem, to the lab. This means the shoes or shoe inserts could actually be on their way 
to the patient the day of their examination.
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The design process for this "scanner** was guided by the following principles:
1) The device has to be relatively ch e^ , under $3000.00.
2) It must be made with conventional "off the shelf* equipment.
3) It must be easy to setup and use.
4) It must have an accuracy of ±1 mm.
5) It must supply the user with some visual feedback.
All of these criteria were met, some better than others. The actual cost of the 
prototype was more than $3000.00 due to the purchase o f a PS/133 fully loaded computer 
for the controller, but it was also used for the software development. A lower end 
computer can be used for production models. All equipment used in this project is strictly 
off the shelf. The device is rather large and bulky, but easy to setup and use. The error 
will be shown to be no more than ±1 mm and the graphical user interface supplies very 
good visual feedback to the user.
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CHAPTERS
THEORY
BISTATIC RADAR AND DIGITAL IMAGING 
Profiling three dimensional objects can be accomplished in a number o f different 
ways. The method used for this project is a variation on bistatic radar systems.[l]
Bistatic radar systems use one transmitter and two receivers to determine the x,y,z 
coordinates o f flying objects. Bistatic radar’s were among the first radar systems ever 
used. They were developed during World W ar n  to aid the British in early warning of V-2 
bombing attacks by the Germans.
The way a bistatic radar works is as follows: A high power continuous wave (CW) 
radar transmitter saturates a large area of space with its energy. Two receivers are 
positioned a  fixed distance apart and the return energy reflected off the flying object is 
detected at both sites.[l] Hgure 1 illustrates this set up.
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reflected energy
transmitted energy
TARGET 
(X. y, z)
transmitter.
receiverreceiver
origin-a
Figure 1: BIstatic Radar System
Looking at Hgure 1 it can be seen that solving for Jt; y  and z can be accomplished 
using triangulation methods.[l] H rst we will solve for x and y  by using the projected 
images r/ and rz on the x,y-plane. The following drawing shows the j;y-plane as pictured 
from above, looking straight down along the z-axis.
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 ̂ \
-a X ^ a
Figure 2: x,y>plane
Solving for X we have:
x = a ~ d
d
sin
= r, => d ■ (a  = Tj sin|^02- y  ̂
since sin
and
SÜÎ0, COS—— sin—COS0, = -co s0 .
r, =
2asin 6 i 
sin(0 2 - 0 ,)
we have
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x = a + 2a sin^i cosO;
sin(®2 - ^ i )
since sin^i cosdj =  4[sin(6; + 6 j - s i n (62  - 6 ,)] 
we have
x-=a
 ̂ sin^O; + 6 ;)"sin (62 —6i)l ^sin(02 ~^i)+sin(02 +®i)~shi(02 —6 J l asin(02 + ^i)
[ ' w ( 0 2 - e i ) j
—“Û
sin(02-0,) j sin(02-®i)
solving for y  we have;
. ^ 2a s in 0 , sind,
Therefore the equations for x and y are: 
^ _ asin(fl,4-g.) and
Referring to Figure 1 we can solve for z:
Zasin^gSinO;
sin(02
tan^i = — and tan <̂ 2 =  —
''i
which leads to:
2u sin 02 _  2a  sing, tan^%
 ̂ sin(0 2 ~ 0 i) sin(6 ; - 6 j
All three equations can be found in reference [1].
The fact that a  is a known and calibrated value means that with these three 
equations we can solve for x,y,z as long as we can determine the four angles. Actually, we 
only need three of the four angles since z can be calculated using either n  or ri.
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PIN HOLE AND WINDOW OBSERVER MODELS 
In order to find the required three angles we need to model the physical world into 
the computer world. The model used is a variation on the “pin hole model”. [2] We will 
call it the “window/observer model”.
Imagine a room with two windows positioned like the receivers o f Hgure 1. Each 
window is at an angle such that the view from both windows overlap. Both windows are 
the same size and positioned such that the two normal lines that pass through the center 
of each window intersect at a known calibration point This is the base line for the 
“Window/Observer” model.
The distance from each CCD array plane to each lens center is the effective focal 
length of the lens used.[2][3] The position of the two observer’s will be calculated and 
referenced from a world coordinate system as shown in Hgure 3. The center o f the 
windows will be the origin of a two dimensional coordinate system with respect to the 
CCD’s.
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Worid Coordinate System
Z
0/2
VI
/
I /
I /
/! 
/  I
CCD Amy #1
/ I
#
f
V2
A
02 I
CCD Amy «2
!
f
Oz
Figure 3: Window/Observer Coordinate System
The origin’s of both CCD coordinate systems are known with respect to the world 
coordinate system. These points, along with the points Oi and O2 are calibrated 
initially.[5]
PARAMETRIC EQUATION METHOD OF RANGE DETERMINATION 
Another method to determine the x,y,z coordinates will now be described. To keep 
it clear capital letters (X,Y,Z) will be used to represent ac,y,z.
Let (Xoi, Yoi, Zoi) = O; and (X02. Y02. Z02) = O2 
Let (Xci, Yci, Zci) = origin of CCD Array #1
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and (Xc2. Yea, Zcz) = cwigin of CCD Array #2
The parametric equations using these four known points are:
Y ( 0  =  ( % C I  -  +  % C1 =  (% C 2  -  % 0 2 ) ^ +  ^ C 2
n o  = (K c i +  Y ( 0  =  ( r a  - r o 2 > ^ + Y q
Z(/) = (Zqi — ^ci  ~  (^C2 "^Oz)^'^^C2
There exists a solution for r = 0  and f  = fo such that 
%(fo) = Y(Jo) = 0  n^o) = % ) = 0  Z(f„) = Z(jo) = 0
If everything is calibrated correctly then to = so for the origin only. 
Hgure 4 shows the observer looking at a point of interest (Pi).
Figure 4: Point of Interest
vz
U2
0 /2
0 /2
VI
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The elements for both CCD's that represent P{ will be labeled Pi, for CCD #1, and 
? 2, for CCD #2. The local coordinates (Ü1, V I, 0) and (Ü2, V 2,0) represent the CCD 
output and will be known values (&om CCD output).
Let (Xi, Yi, %) = Pi (Xi, Yi, Zi) = P% (X& Y%, Zg) = P%
The problem is we do not know (Xi, Y%, Zi) or QCz, Yi, Zz) in terms o f the world 
coordinate system. We must rotate and translate (U l, V I, 0) and (U2, V 2,0) to get them 
both in terms o f (X, Y, Z).
IJl" X ' U l /
Let P i = VI and P i = and W  = Vlo
0 X . W lo.
where W1 is the implied P-axis foreur local coordinate systems. The vector W is a 
calibrated value and represents the vector from the origin of the world coordinate system 
to the origin o f the local coordinate system.
Also let Ry =
0
sm
0 1 0 
0  cosf^
Pi = K y V i+ W
Now that we have the point (Xi, Yi, Zi) we can get the following parametric equations. 
X(f) = (X, -  %q, )r + X o,, P(f) = (Y, -  Po. )t + Po.. Z(r) = (Z, - Zq,)t + Z^, 
and since the same steps are used to get the point (Xz, Yi, Zz).
X(s) = (X 2 -X o 2)s+X q2 . P(s) = (P2 -Pq2)S+Po,, Z(s) = (Z2 -Z o 2)s + Zo2
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These equations represent the two intersecting lines leading from Oi to P, and O2 
to Pi. The solution for the intersection of these lines is what we are after. That solution 
gives the 3-D coordinates for the point of interest (P{).
We know there exists a solution t  — ti and s ^ s i  such that:
=  P(f,) = K(j,) Z(fi) = Z (j,)
Xi = (X, -  + Xoi = (%2 -  Xo2)f, + %02 (1)
Yi = (ÏÎ -  Poi )r, + Yox = (Yz -  Y02 )̂ 1 + Yoz (2)
Zj = (Zj — Zoi )ti +  Zqi = (Zj — Z02 )Ji + Zq2 (3)
Solving for f/ and sr.
(X, -  Xo,)r,(Fa -  F02) + Xoi(Fa -  F02) = (X^ -  X ^ ^ Y z  "^02) + X q,(^  -  F02)
(X 2 -X o 2) t ,( i;-F o .)  + Yoi(X2 - X 02) = ( X a - X o 2K (F ,-F o 2) +Yo2( X a - X 02)
f,(X,-Xo,x n  -} ^ )-fi(X ,- Xo,)(F2 -  Yo2) + Xo,(Fa ~ Yoa) -  Fo,(Xa -  Xoa) 
X oz(Y a-Foa)-Foa(X a-X oa)
 ̂ _ Xoa(F2 -  Foa) -  Fpa(X; -  Xp )̂ -  X p , ( F a +  Fo, (X , -  Xoa)
(X, -Xp,)(Fa -Foa)-(X a -XpaXI^ -Fp.)
and for f  :
J, =
_ Xp,(F. -F p .)-X p a (i;  -F p ,)-F p ,(X , -X p ,)  + Fpa(X, -X p ,)  
(Xa -Xpa)(I^ -Y p ,)-(X , -Xp,)(Fa -Fpa)
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We will solve for (Xi, Yi, %) using both equations:
%» = (X ,-X oiX ,+ X oi III =(Xi-Yoi)tx +Y01 =(Z, -Zo,)t, +Zo,
Xi2 = (X j — Xoa)^! + Xq2 Y^ =(Y2—Yq2)Si+Y01 ^  — (Z; "  Zp2)f, + Zpa
where
%. _  -Xii_̂ X ja yr _  Yii-^q. 2 . = "  (average the values)
MODELING THE CHARGED COUPLED DEVICE(CCD)
It should be apparent why the triangulation method was used to calculate the x,y,z 
values. Solving for the parametric equations would require too many floating point 
operations thus slowing the program down.
In order to calculate the three required angles we must model the 
window/observer to the physical CCD’s. Rgure 5 shows how these angles can easily be 
determined.
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Window
Pixel o f Interest
Observer
H = horizontal length o f CCD array 
V = vertical length o f  CCD array 
f = focal length o f CCD’s lens 
a  = angle required
d = distance from center o f CCD to pixel o f interest
Figure 5: CCD Model
For this project an 8 ^  mm lens will be used on each camera. The CCD in each 
camera is 6.55 mm H x 4.87 mm V giving 512 active pixels in the horizontal direction 
(x-axis) and 492 active pixels in the vertical direction (y-axis).[7] However the frame 
grabbers only support 512x486.[8][9] This means 6 lines of resolution will be missing.
In essence this means the windows are 6.55 mm x 4.87 mm in size and the 
observers are standing 8.5 mm away from the windows. Every pixel in the horizontal
655mm
direction of the window represents
5\2pixels
= 0.0128
and every pixel in the vertical direction represents = 0 .0 0 9 9 ""^  . ..
492pixels /
Since the frame grabbers only support 486 lines in the vertical direction the field 
of view will be reduced by 0.059 mm in that direction on the CCD surface
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CHAPTER4
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE THEORY
Hgure 6 shows the basic setup and design of the stereoscopic device that uses the 
bistatic radar model.[l ]
G lass S urface
CCD # I CCD #2■ Projector
Controller
Figure 1: Stereoscopic Vision Block Diagram
This stereoscopic imaging device mimics the bistatic radar system in the 
following fashion. The two CCD’s represent the receivers and the pattern projector 
represents the transmitter. CCD #1 is called FG4 by the program, which stands for “frame 
grabber 4’’ and CCD #2 is called FG5. The numbers 4 and 5 are used since those were the 
frame grabbers address settings.
15
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CALIBRATION POINT AND THE PROJECTED PATTERN
The design lequiies that the two normal lines fix>m the center of the CCD’s meet 
at a common point on the glass surface. This point, known as the calibration point, must 
be calibrated to within three pixels to meet the required ±1 mm.
For the program to determine where the point o f interest is we need to project a 
pattern onto the object being scanned. The pattern to be used is an array of lines. Each 
line will be detected by the program and points on the lines will be solved for their x^y,z 
values then saved to a file. Originally a grid pattern was considered but it presented one 
problem that could not be overcome. This problem will be addressed later in this chapter.
Hgure 7 shows the pattern that will be used for this project. By using an array of 
lines we will be able to scan down each line acquiring the x,y,z values as described in 
chapter three. We must correlate each point on the line with both CCD’s as we move 
down the line.[3]
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Figure 6: Projector PAttem
Hgure 8 shows the angles associated with this projected pattern. These angles are 
easy to determine since we already know the distance from the glass surface to the 
projector (calibration) and the distance between lines. The projector seems to take the 
angles into account because the distance between each line is a constant 5 mm.
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Side View
Increase
angle Increase
angle
115
CCD #2CCD#1
Figure 7: Projector Angles
It is obvious that as you move away from the Y-axis your angles will either get 
larger or smaller depending on which way you move. Since a continuous line is projected 
we can scan every pixel in the X-direction. Therefore the following constants will be used 
in the program to determine how many millimeters are covered per pixel.
655mmXmmPerPixel = = 0.0l28/wn in the X-direction.
512 pixels
ZmmPerPixei = . — 0.0099mm in the Z-direction.
492pixels
Once again 6.55 mm is the length of the CCD’s in the X-axis and 4.87mm is the length of 
the CCD’s in the Y-axis.[7]
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DETECTING POINTS OF INTEREST 
Figure 9 shows the bistatic radar model as it moves to the center of a projected 
line other than the middle line. It should be i r a ie n t  that at these points on the surface of 
the glass the distances horn a and -a to x,y,z are equal. Aom Hgure 8 you can see D is 
some factor of </.
Bottom View
Point on projected line 
other than the middlf 
(X, y, z) /
-a
Figure 8: Point on Projected Line
From measurements it can be shown that d = 5 m m , Y = 467.7 nun and 
a = 217.5 mm. The values for all angles can now be calculated and used in the following 
algorithm outline.
For each line {Find the center
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Scan each line and correlate points 
Adjust for distance from each camera 
Adjust for slope of calibration lines 
Determine jcy>z}
This may seem like a simple algorithm, but in practice it constitutes hundreds o f 
lines of code and also requires that certain procedures are followed as the program runs. 
First a white board is placed on top of the glass and a scan is taken from both CCD’s. 
Then the object to be profiled is placed on the glass so that the center of the scan area, the 
calibration point, is flush with the object. The object is then scanned and the difference, 
or delta, between pixels o f the flat board image and the actual image are counted. This 
gives a projection of the image onto the surface o f the glass without any correction.
Since the projected lines have an increasing angle to them as you span from one 
calibration line to the next, the deltas that are captured are only valid for the center line. 
This means each projected line must have an associated angle. To illustrate. Figure 10 
shows how a scan is made of just the center line.
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Point on the Ui le
V2
middle point
focal point
VI
focal point
Figure 9: Scan Line Drawing
This is fine if the object to be scanned is flat and only on the center line, but we 
want to determine objects with some shape to them. Therefore, in order to correlate the 
pixels from the two images, the following calculations must be made.
1 ) Determine the offset from center of each camera.
2) Determine the length of each calibration line as seen from each camera.
3) Determine the perspective angles associated with each CCD.
By determining the offset from center between the two cameras we know the 
relative starting point for each scan.
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The length of each calibration line determines the ratio of pixel by pixel 
correlation as we scan each line.[6] This ensures the points in space are correlated 
properly.
The delta’s determined by each camera have an associated angle of projection.
This will be calculated from the delta pixel file generated from the calibration file and the 
image file.
PUTTING r r  ALL TCXÎETHER
The steps taken to generate the required files for profiling analysis are.
Step 1: Place a white mat on the glass surface. Have the patent stand on the mat 
and grab the image from both cameras. This will ensure any displacement by the glass 
due to the patient’s weight will be accounted for. The following image is from FG5.
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Figure 10: Calibration Image from FG5
With this image we apply a high pass filter and strip away all but the highest 
energy. All remaining pixels that have a value above some pre-deflned threshold (30 was 
arbitrarily chosen) are set to a value o f 255. Hgure 12 shows the results of this procedure.
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Figure 11: Catibration Image After Fiber
Next we want to find the mid point on these lines and create a single pixel line 
representation of this image. As mentioned earlier a grid was considered. If a grid had 
been used, finding the mid points on these lines would not be possible since the program 
must detect black pixels and then pass through white pixels (thickness of the line) and 
then detect black again to determine the center. The grid comers would not allow for this 
detection process.
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Figure 13 shows the result of finding the middle o f the lines and then producing 
the single pixel line image required for the rest o f the program.
Figure 12: Final Calibration Image
At this point we save the images to file (FG4 generates the same image from its 
perspective) and use them for the baseline calculations. A new calibration file should be 
generated for every patient.
The program will then calculate the line ratios between the two calibration files. 
The assumption is made that both CCD’s receive all energy available from these
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calibration images. These ratios are used later to increment down each line for proper 
conelation of points as we determine range values.
Step 2: Remove the mat and have the patient stand on the glass surface. The only 
requirements we make are that some part of the foot touch the calibration point and that 
the patient wear a tight fitting white stocking. Having a portion o f the foot touch the 
calibration point gives us a reference point to work from and the white stocking ensures a 
clear scan. Rgure 14 shows a cylinder which is one of the objects used to test the device.
It will be used here to better illustrate the method used to determine the profile. Chapter 5 
will include a foot scan.
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Figure 13: image File Before Filter
The same process of stripping the lower energy, detecting a good threshold and 
producing the single pixel image is used on this file. Figure 15 shows the result
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Figure 14: Image FUe After Filter and Single Pixel Scan
Step 3: This image is then compared with the calibration image and a new file is 
generated that contains the deltas between the two line images. Since we start at a known 
point that is correlated between the two images (the calibration point), we do not have to 
worry about line overlap. The file generated from the deltas is shown in the next figure.
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Figure 15: Delta File
This file represents the deltas between the calibration file and the image file. 
Notice as you move from the center o f the cylinder out the lines are; 1) straight and 2) 
increasing in color. This occurs when the image file is compared to the calibration file 
and we use the line structure of the calibration file to store the delta information. The 
increasing color shows the increasing deltas which in turn shows the shape of the 
cylinder. We had to multiply the delta values by 10 in order to see them. The standard
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delta file does not have this look because the values are too small to show an increase in 
height graphically. It is this file that is used to calculate the x,y,z information.
Step 4: Using the above file we generate a standard tab delimited text file that 
contains the x,y,z information. At this point we have succeeded in collecting the required 
information.
X-AXIS VALUE SHIFT 
As mentioned earlier and shown in Hgure 8, there are angles associated with the 
projector. These angles are shown in Hgure 17 as the lines are projected onto the example 
cylinder.
Cylinder seen from the side
x-axis
no shift on the center line
X-axis value shift
Center projected line
Other projected line
projector
Figure 16: Cylinder Example Showing X-Axis Value Shift
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We cannot assume the x  values will remain constant as each line is scanned, hi 
fact they can o verly  the next projected lines. This means each x,y,z coordinate must be 
plotted separately in order to be accurate. It turns out that this is not a problem since we 
are able to extract over 3000 data points on a typical scan.
CALIBRATING THE FOOT SCANNER
Calibrating the foot scanner requires knowing the following measurements.
1) Distance from the center of the CCD’s to the glass surface.
2) Distance between the center of both CCD’s.
A plumb bob device (Fig. 18) was constructed which consisted of two plumb bobs 
attached to a straight piece of wood. The wood fits into the groves of the glass holder.
The lenses were removed from the CCD’s and the plumb bobs were lowered down until 
they came to rest on the actual arrays of the CCD’s. The center of the CCD’s was 
approximate and the error associated with this approximation could not be measured with 
the equipment available, but a good estimation and careful placement of both plumb bobs 
allows for a degree of confidence and estimated maximum error of ±0.5mm. This is 
mainly because the plumb bob’s had pointed ends.
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Figure 17: Plumb Bob Device
By determining the distance between plumb bobs we have the distance between 
the CCD centers. Measuring the distance from the top of the wood to the point of the 
plumb bob gives us the distance from the CCD center’s to the surface of the glass. These 
distances were found to be:
1) Distance from the center of the CCD’s to the surface of the glass = 460mm
2) Distance between the CCD centers = 435mm
COMPENSATING FOR THE BISTATIC RADAR MODEL 
All ca lcu la tio n s  require the receivers (CCD’s) to be the focal point Therefore, the 
lens focal length of 8.5mm must be used to calculate the actual distance from the glass 
surface to the receiver. The following drawing shows all required angles and distances 
associated with the CCD’s.
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6 . 5  s  m  m
4 2 . 1 4
3 1 . 9 8
4 . 8 7 m  m
Figure 18: CCD Geometry
Since the vector that passes through the center pixel firom the focal point is 
positioned at a 65 degree angle we must add the following amounts to the plumb bob 
distances.
= 7 . 7 m m
8 . S m  m
65
Figure 19: Added Distances
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Therefore the actual distances for the bistatic radar model are:
1) Observer to Glass = 460mm + 7.7mm = 467.7mm
2) Observer to Observer = 435mm + 2*3.6mm = 442.2mm 
Which leads to the final useful values found in figure 21.
INITIAL CONSTANT VALUES OF THE FOOT SCANNER
Calibration point
467.7 mm
\  517J nun
64.7
221.1-a
Figure 20: Final Calibrated Model with Values
You will notice that the origin has changed fi»m the line connecting the two 
observers (cameras) to the surface of the glass. This was done to avoid any confusion 
since most people would identify the A^y-plane with the surface of the glass. The other 
difference results from rotating coordinate system about the jc-axis. Once again this was 
done to avoid any confusion in data analysis.
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CROSS HAIR CALIBRATION
Cross hairs on the screen were used to correlate the calibration point between the 
two CCD’s. A small piece of reflective material is placed on the glass so it reflects light 
from the center projection line. The cameras are then positioned so the cross hairs, 
displayed on each frame grabber image, show the reflected point in their sights. Hgure 22 
shows the setup.
Glass with projection 
lines showing
Small piece o f reflective material
J T ~ '
. / / M .
7
Center projection line
Image of
reflective
material 
centered 
with the “ rcross hairs
■■
Cross hair display for FG4 Cross hair display for FGS
Figure 21: Cross Hair Calibration
The calibration point for both the calibration file and the image file is the only 
point required to be correlated initially. The patients foot must make contact at this point
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CONCLUSION
This thesis presented an automated solution to the problem of determining the 
contour and shtqie o f the bottom o f the human foot in its natural weight bearing position 
using a computer controlled stereoscopic vision system. Figure’s 23 and 24 show a 
typical scan o f a foot
Figure 23: Foot Scan from FG4
36
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:3ik:
Figure 22: Foot Scan firom FG5
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Figures 25 and 26 show the image after stripping the low energy and producing 
the single pixel lines.
Figure 23: FG4 Line Image of the Foot
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Figure 24: FGS Line Image of the Foot
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Hnally Figure’s 27 and 28 show the deltas produced from this scan. These delta 
values are saved to a file.
Figure 25: Delta File of the Foot from FG4
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Figure 26: Delta FUe of the Foot from FG5
The sock used for this scan was not as tight fitting as would be required by the 
doctor. Ladies knee high white stockings would be well suited for actual measurements.
TESTING THE DEVICE
To show the accuracy of this device the following test was performed.
A 2”x2” board was covered with white paper and placed on edge in order to 
measure the glass to point of interest values. Rgure 29 shows the setup as seen from FG4.
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Figure 27: FG4 View of Test Setup
To save space FGS will not be shown.
Figure 30 shows the single pixel line file from FG4 for the test setup.
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Figure 28: FG4bnage File of Test Setup
Finally Hgure 31 is the delta file fiom FG4.
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Figure 29i FG4 Delta File of Test Setup
The x,y,z file was then graphed and the results are shown in Hgure 32.
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Figure 30: Plot of Test Data at xsO
The shape is obviously coirect and the values are within I mm. The test object 
was measured to be 26 mm high and 26 mm wide. The program determined that the test 
device was not aligned precisely. The 2”x2” board was slightly to one side, so the 
maximum value in the negative Y direction never reaches 26 mm yet the maximum value 
in the Z direction went slightly over 27 mm. ff you look closely at Rgure 29 you will see 
the test object does slightly favor the left hand side. Also you must keep in mind that this 
is the raw data, there was absolutely no smoothing done.
FUTURE RESEARCH 
There is one physical aspect of the device that was not considered and that is the 
effect the 1/2” tempered glass has on bending the projector lighL This error should be
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very minor since the cameras would also be effected thus canceling any major error this 
may supply. It is still something that should and will be addressed.
There is already some work being done on the next phase o f this project which 
includes; 1) reducing the size of the device, 2) using cameras with larger fields of view,
3) writing user fiiendly fiont ends, 4) possibly scanning both feet at once, 5) possibly 
scanning the feet without using the stocking.
The reduction in size of the device is a  high priority item. The device, in its 
present state, is 22 V4”x22 V4”x 2214”. Having a box this size presents a problem for 
doctors who are already limited in office space. It also requires the patient to climb steps 
in order to be scanned. The goal is to make the device no taller that 12” and hopefully 
reduce the width and length to suitable sizes.
In order to reduce the size of the device, cameras with wider fields of view would 
be needed. Marshall Electronics, Inc. produces a camera, which is simply a board 
mounted CCD, that has a horizontal coverage of 91 degrees and a vertical coverage of 68 
degrees. This camera has a very low “fish eye” effect and would be well suited for our 
purposes.
The user friendly front ends would have to include some data base management 
for patient information. The data base being considered is Access for Windows. It is a 
relational data base and would fit nicely with the existing software already developed.
Scanning both feet at once would be a time and effort saving breakthrough. The 
problem is that the current program requires the foot to be touching the calibration point.
It is this point that allows it to work. Having two calibration points would require the 
patient to possibly stand in a position not natural to them, thus making the data erroneous.
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One possible solution is to use a calibration line. The only drawback is that data currently 
collected firom that line would be lost.
Scantling  the foot without a stocking could be accomplished by controlling the iris 
o f each camera. The calibration file would be generated at a  lower iris setting and then the 
program would increase the iris for the foot scan. The added cost for CCD’s with 
electronically controlled irisis would not effect the overall cost of the device in a 
significant way. It is being evaluated.
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APPENDIX 1
SOURCE CODE
This source code will not be double spaced since the programs are 
easier to read in their standard single space form at
DYNAMIC LINKED LIBRARY
There was only one dynamic linked library written for this project It contains a
few specific programs that are used throughout the main program.
#include <windows Ji>
#include <mathJi>
#include "pixel Ji"
#pragma argsused
const double PI = 4*atan(l);
int FAR PASCAL LibMain( HANDLE hinstance,
WORD wDataSegment 
WORD wHeapSize,
LPSTR IpszCmdLine)
{
if(wHeapSize != 0)
UnlockData(0);
retum(TRUE);
I
tpragma argsused
int FAR PASCAL WEP( int bSystemExit)
(
retum (l);
}
// long convertXY(long, long) returns the pixel value found at x,y 
long FAR PASCAL .export convertXY(long x, long y)
48
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long sum;
sum = Sl2L  * y; 
sum += x; 
return sum;
}
// long convertY(long) returns the y value from the pixel value supplied 
long FAR PASCAL .export convertY(long sum)
{
return sum/S12L;
}
// long convertX(long) returns the x value from the pixel value supplied 
long FAR PASCAL .export convertX(long sum)
{
return sum%512L;
}
// returns the solution for s to the parametric equation 
double FAR PASCAL .export getS(double X I, double U l,
double X2, double U2, 
double Y l, double VI, 
double Y2, double V2)
{
if((V l*U 2 - V1*X2 - Y1*U2 + Y1*X2 - U1*V2 +
U1*Y2 + X1*V2 - X1*Y2) =  0) 
return -1;
else
return (X1*V1 - X2*V1 + X2*Y1 + U1*Y2 - X1*Y2 - U1*Y1)/ 
(V1*U2 - V1*X2 - Y1*U2 + Y1*X2 - U1*V2 + U1*Y2 + 
X1*V2-X1*Y2);
}
// returns the solution for t to the parametric equation 
double FAR PASCAL .export getT(double X I, double U l,
double X2, double U2, 
double Y l, double VI, 
double Y2, double V2)
{
if((V 2*U l - V2*X1 - Y2*U1 + Y2*X1 - U2*V1 + 
U2*Y1 + X2*V1 - X2*Y1) =  0) 
return -1;
else
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tetum (X2*V2 - Y1*U2 - X2*Y1 - U2*Y2 - X1*V1 - X1»Y2)/
(V2*U1 - V2*X1 - Y2*U1 + Y2*X1 - U2*V1 + U2*Y1 + 
X2*V1-X2*Y1);
}
// double getX(doubIe,double,double) returns the x value given the distance a,
II and the angle’s thetal and theta2
double FAR PASCAL .export getX(double a, double thetal, double theta2)
{
thetal=thetal *PI/180.0; 
theta2=theta2*PI/l 80.0;
return ((a/2) * sin(thetal + theta2))/(sin(theta2-thetal ));
}
// double getY(double,double,double) returns the y value given the distance a,
// and the angle’s thetal and theta2
double FAR PASCAL .export getY(double a, double thetal, double theta2)
(
thetal=thetal *PI/180.0; 
theta2=theta2*PI/l 80.0;
return (a * sin(thetal) * sin(theta2))/(sm(theta2-thetal));
}
// double getZ(double,double,double,double) returns the y value given the 
// distance a, and the angle’s thetal, theta2 and phi
double FAR PASCAL .export getZ(double a, double thetal, double theta2, double alpha)
{
thetal=thetal *PI/l 80.0; 
theta2=theta2*PI/l 80.0; 
alpha = alpha*Pl/180.0;
return (a * sin(theta2) * tan(alpha))/(sin(theta2-thetal ));
}
// returns the line length from the law of cosines
double FAR PASCAL .export lawOfCosines(double x. double y, double alpha)
{ double temp 1, temp2;
alpha = alpha*PI/180.0; 
tem pi = x*x + y*y; 
temp2 = 2*x*y*cos(alpba);
if(templ > temp2)
return sqrt(templ - temp2);
else
return -1;}
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DISPLAY FUNCTIONS 
The display function pastehnage was overloaded in two flavors. The first displays 
the image contained in the video buffer, the second display* s both FG4 and FG5 video 
buffer’s. The second function also will display the cross hair for each buffer, if  it is 
selected.
/****************************************************************** 
Display Functions
******************************************************************/ 
void pastehnage(int x, int y, BYTE huge *buffer)
{
int NumColors = 256;
LogPal = (LPLOGPALETTE)(new char[sizeof(LOGP ALETTE) + 
sizeof(PALETTEENTRY) * (NumColors-1)]);
LogPal->palVersion = 0x300;
LogPal->palNumEntries = NumColors;
in ti;
for (i=0; i<256; i++)
{
LogPal->palPalEntry[i].peRed = i;
LogPal->palPalEntry [i] .peGreen = i;
LogPal->palPalEntry [i] .peBlue = i;
LogPal->palPalEntry[i].peFlags = 0; 
maphead.colors[i] = i;
}
hLogPal = CreatePalette(LogPal);
HDC hDC = GetDC(theMainWindow);
SelectPalette(hDC, hLogPal, 0);
RealizePalette(hDC);
StretchDIBits(hDC,x,y,500,500,0,0,512,486,
buffer,(LPBITMAPINFG)&maphead,
DIB_PAL_COLORS,SRCCOPY);
ReleaseDC(theMainWindow, hDC); 
delete(LogPai);
DeleteObject(hLogPal);
}
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void pastehiiage(int x, int y)
{
int NumColors = 256;
LogPal = (LPLOGPALETTE)(new char[sizeof(LCXiPALETTE) + 
sizeof(PALETTEENTRY) * (NumColors-1 )]); 
LogPal->palVersion =  0x300;
LogPal->palNumEntries = NumColors;
in ti;
for (i=0; i<256; i++)
{
LogPal->palPalEntry[i].peRed = i;
LogPal->palPalEntry[i] .peGreen = i; 
LogPal->palPalEntry[i].peBlue = i; 
LogPal->palPalEntry[i].peFlags = 0; 
maphead.colors[i] = i;
}
hLogPal = CreatePalette(LogPal);
HDC hDC = GetDC(theMainWindow);
SelectPalette(hDC, hLogPal, 0);
RealizePalette(hDC);
if(!crossHair)
{
grabO;
mainBufferl = GlobalLock(hglbOne); 
get_rectangle(hglbOne, 0,0,512,486); 
StretchDIBits(hDCpc,y,500,500,0,0,512,486,
mainBufferl ,(LPBlTMAPINFO)&maphead, 
DB_PAL_COLORS,SRCCOPY); 
ReleaseDC(theMain Window, hDC); 
GlobalUnlockOiglbOne); 
deletefLogPal);
DeleteObject(hLogPal);
}
else
{
if(read_dipsO =  5)
{
ReleaseDC(theMainWindow, hDC); 
delete(LogPal);
DeleteObject(hLogPal);
return;
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}
else
{
select_fg(4); 
grabO;
get_rectangle(hglbOne, 0 ,0 ,512,486); 
*(mamBufkrl+convertXY(251L,242L)) = 255 
*(inaiiiBufiferl-fconveitXY(252L,242L)) =  255 
*(mamBufkrl+convertXY(258L,242L)) = 255 
*(mainBufferl-H:onvertXY(259L,242L)) = 255 
*(inaiiiBufferl+conveitXY(255L,239L)) = 255 
♦(mainBufferl+convertXY(255L,238L)) = 255 
♦(mainBufferl+convertXY(255L,245L)) = 255 
♦(mainBufferl+convertXY(255L,246L)) = 255
StietchDIBits(hDC,5,5,500,500,0,0,512,486,
mainBufferl ,(LPBITMAPINFO)&maphead, 
DIB_PAL_COLORS,SRCCOPY);
select_fg(5);
grabO;
mainBufferl = GlobalLock(hglbOne); 
get_rectangle(hglbOne, 0 ,0,512,486); 
♦(mainBufferl+convertXY(251L,242L)) = 255 
♦(mainBufferl+convertXY(252L,242L)) = 255 
♦(mainBufferl+convertXY(258L,242L)) = 255 
♦(mainBufferl+conveitXY(259L,242L)) = 255 
♦(mainBufferl+convertXY(255L,239L)) = 255 
♦(mainBufferl+convertXY(255L,238L)) = 255 
♦(mainBufferl+convertXY(255L,245L)) = 255 
♦(mainBufferl+convertXY(255L,246L)) = 255
StretchDIBits(hDC,510,5,500,500,0,0,512,486,
mainBufferl ,(LPBITM APINFO)&maphead, 
DIB_PAL_COLORS.SRCCOPY);
select_fg(4);
ReleaseDC(theMain Window, hDC):
GlobalUnlock(hglbOne);
delete(LogPal);
E>eleteObject(hLogPal);
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WINDOWS MESSAGELOOP MODIFICATION
The MessageLoop function had to be modified for the program to continuously 
display the images from FG4 and FG5. The following shows the modification made.
void Tlevelen;MessageLoop(void)
{
MSG Message; 
while (TRUE)
{
if (PeekMessage(&Message,0,0,0fM_REMOVE))
{
if  (Message jnessage =  WM.QUTT)
{
break;
}
if  (!ProcessAppMsg(&Message))
{
TranslateMessage(&Message);
DispatchMessage(&Message);
}
}
else
{
//this is the mod, normally this else statement 
//is empty 
if(loopToggle =  0)
{
select_fg(4); 
pastehnage(5,5); 
select_fg(5); 
pastelmage(S 10,5); 
select_fg(4);
}
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APPENDIX 2
EQUIPMENT USED
Equipment Description Amount Price per Notes
Controller Pentium (P5) 133 
MHz
1 $2400 486 would do PS’s 
are cheaper now
Display 15” SVGA monitor 1 $400 14” would do but 
15” gives better 
display
Camera Charged Coupled 
Devices
2 $160 Local Purchase
Interface Frame Grabber 2 $500 hnageNation
Pattern Generator Projector 1 $20 Used microfilm 
reader
Operating System Windows 3.11 1 $50
Compiler Borland C++ 1 $300 Version 3.1 (old)
Other Software Frame Grabber Library 1 disk hnageNation 
software that 
comes with Frame 
Grabber
Aluminum Plate Camera Stand 1 $300 Machined per 
drawing
Metal Box with 
Glass Top
Fabricated to hold the 
imaging equipment
1 $350 Machined per 
drawing
The next few pages shows the custom equipment that was made for this project. 
Metric dimensions were not used since these pieces had to be made in a machine shop.
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To ensure the object to be scanned remains a fixed distance fiom the cameras the 
following box was fabricated. The objects are then placed on the glass top o f the box, 
thus ensuring a fixed distance.
22 1/4
221/4
side A sideB
bottom
22 1/4
Figure 31: Equipment Housing
The dimensions o f the box were calculated roughly to accommodate the size of 
the objects to be scanned. Most objects used for testing were 12 inches long by 5 inches 
wide or smaller.
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side A and side B
i k
221AT
1/4” diameter
11 1/ 8 ’
22 1/4”
Figure 32: Side View of Equipm ent Housing
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2 1/ 8” top (cut away view)
18”
1/2’
1/ 2”
thickness of the metal = 1/8'
221/4’
Figure 33: Top View of Equipment Housing
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Aluminum Plate Cut
Top View
18”
3.09”
1/ 2’Side View
1/4” machine threaded 1/2” deep
1/ 2’
Side view both endsEnd view both ends
Figure 34: Aluminum Plate (Camera Mount)
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